


FantomPAD is the primary launch and listing platform
for the Fantom network. Alongside the Fantom network
becoming a popular choice to users within the
ecosystem, for the first time, FantomPAD is providing a
new take on the conventional method of launching
projects onto a launchpad of choice as well as
revolutionizing the safety protocol of a DEX. 

Abstract

Essentially a hybrid of both Dex and Launcher, FantomPAD will
incorporate never seen before safety measures in order to
prevent the chance for arbitrary scammers and fraudsters to take
advantage of a projects hard work. Simply put, FantomPAD will
change the face of Project launching and listing collectively.



Lachesis, its revolutionary aBFT consensus mechanism, allows
Fantom to be much faster and cheaper than older technologies,

yet extremely secure.

Fantom is building the infrastructure for a more connected and efficient
future where people will be able to take advantage of the technological

breakthroughs to improve the quality of their lives.

So to put it simply, Fantom is just well.. Better!

Intro to Fantom
Fantom is a high-performance, scalable, and secure smart-contract platform.

It is designed to overcome the limitations of previous generation blockchain platforms.

Fantom is permissionless, decentralized, and open-source.



What does this mean? Conventional launchpad methods
are inefficient and well.. Primitive. The complications of
launching a project followed through with a
decentralised listing become a lot more complicated
than it needs to be. So what's the solution?

What is FantomPAD
FantomPAD is the world's first Hybrid
Dex-Launcher building on the Fantom
network. 



Day to day it is not uncommon to see the countless
flaws within the system. These flaws generate a
breeding ground for scammers waiting to prey
on unsuspecting prospects. A project listing may
face one, two, or perhaps all of the following issues
whilst listing their protocol.

The issue
Complications transitioning from
Launch platform to Dex.

Tacky third party vesting solutions.

Duplicated scammer listings on
DEX.

Snipe Bots.



Launch
Pad

Auto
Vesting

Transition directly from raise to exchange listing with no fuss.

Unique authentication method to prevent duplicate scam listings.

Integrated Token Vesting automation.

Anti Snipe bot mechanism.

DEX

Your all in one solution
Seamless link generated whitelisting method.

Simple setup and easy token vesting solutions all within
the same platform. No more complicated vesting
software!

Set flexible rules and conditions customised
to you.



Create a listing  1  2
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Share auto-generated link with
community. Each user must share a
custom message in order to whitelist,
This creates a mass marketing effect

Whitelisting x Verification
Enter the min and max ticket
sizes

Link contains whitelisting
through wallet connect +
Counts each user as a voting
system

FantomPAD associates the name
alongside the high voting counts
to verify the listing

Listing receives star of
authentication



Conventional launchpads are
inefficient and for the most part,
biased! Our whitelisting system is
flexible for developers. So
whether its first in first served or a
tiered system, we cater to the
project's needs not the other way
around. 

We work for you!



Safer for the User / Developer

Why FantomPAD?

There are plenty of tasks conventional launchpads and exchanges just
aren't cut out for. Whether it's snipe bots or false listings FantomPAD

protects against all vulnerabilities..

Convenience

Choosing the right platform to suit your needs is a daunting task. With
FantomPAD we've removed the hassle out of launching and developing a
custom vesting platform. With FantomPAD it's as simple as raise and list.
Done!



Fantompad bidding tier system
When applying for Whitelist users must
use the link shared to the community.

Users must then stake the minimum
amount and share the link to qualify!

The value staked directly correlates
with allocation entitlement.

Stake Value Formula (Days staked X
Amount of FPAD staked = Value of stake)

Median and Highest bids will be
displayed after user has been drafted.
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Tokenomics



Tokenomics



Fantom Pad Conception

Development planning

Website 1.0 launch

Private funding round open

Lock in Launchpads

Begin platform UI development

Seed round complete

Release of $GHOST Farming token

Activate Staking and Farming pools

Fantom Pad NFT INO sale

KOL marketing campaigns

Private round complete

Strategic funding round open

Roadmap

Phase 1
Q4 2021

Tokenomics release

Lite paper release

Fantom Pad Backend Development

Seed funding round Open

Phase 2
Q1 2022

Begin IDO campaign

List on DEX

List on CEX

Phase 3
Q2 2022

Second CEX listing

Incorporate extra features

Begin to develop NFT marketplace

Begin Testnet Phase

CEX token airdrop

Release Fantom Pad platform

Complete Fantom pad Backend



Twitter 

Find us!
Telegram 

Community 
Telegram

 Announcements
Website

https://t.me/fantompadcommunity
https://twitter.com/TheFantompad
http://fantomdao.io/
https://t.me/fantompadANN

